
Violet is a young princess who wishes she
could show the world that she is just as
brave and strong as her brothers. But her
strict father insists that she get married, and
her brothers only mock her when she wants
to be included in their fun. So Violet decides
to use her intelligence and bravery to show
everyone--once and for all--what she's made
of. Disguising herself as a boy, Violet takes
part in a knights' jousting tournament. When
she wins the contest, she reveals her true
identity--and wins the prize of freedom!
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by Cornelia Funke
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Read 

Olivia and the Fairy Princesses 
Written & Illustrated by Ian Falconer

Additional Reading 

Puss in Boots
By Charles Perrault 
Illustrated by Fred Marcellino

Additional thoughts:
Self-love and acceptance: The Princess Knight was proud
of her fighting abilities, and passionate about
continuing to improve them. Her self-love encourages
readers to follow their own passions, even if they "go
against the grain.  Has there ever been a skill or talent
you've wanted to learn or tried but weren't initially
good at? Did you stick to it? Did you see improvement?
Were you glad you stuck with it? Do you wish you would
have continued to try if you did give up?
 
Respect for others: The king learned to respect his
daughter's wishes for making her own choices by the
end of the story. This encourages readers to respect
their peers' choices. Who is the only person you are in
control of? (Trick question A: yourself!) How does that
affect your choices? Do you make decisions for yourself
or others? Are you choices kind? To yourself? To others?
 
Exploring issues of social justice: The issue of sexism is
explored in this book, with the main character doing
activities that were typically male activities in her
society. Can you think of other people that have broken
the mold? Athletes or in the professional world?
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The Little Brown Jay
Retold by Elizabeth Clair
Illustrated by Miram Katin

Do Princesses really kiss Frogs?
By Carmela LaVigna Coyle
Illustrated by Mike and Carl Gordan

Sleeping Ugly
By Jane Yolan 
Illustrated by Diane Stanley



-Construction paper
-Glue
-Crayons, Markers or
Coloring pencils
-Felt pipe cleaner
Optional: Sparkles, leaves, gems,
buttons ~ any materials you'd like
to decorate crown with.

Materials

-1/2 cup Dawn Dishsoap
-4 cups warm water
 
OR TRY
-1/2 cup corn syrup
-1 cup dish soap
-2 TBSP corn starch
-Slowly add water, stir slowly
to avoid creating froth

DIY Bubbles

 Print crown template on printer or cardstock paper
 Color and cut out template  (ask an adult to help!)
 Tape or Glue headband to crown peice. 

1.
2.
3.

Optional: Glue Gems, leaves, etc to crown! 
 

Crown Instructions 

Week 3: Craft 
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Shape end of pipe cleaner in a circle or other shape.
Dip into homeade or regular bubble solution and have fun! 

1.
2.

Optional: Add beads to handle of wand. 
 

Bubble wand Instructions 



Craft Week 3: 
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